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Time slowly undermines all, and the medical team members are no 
exception. According to their genetics, interaction with inanimate 
and animate surrounds, and ambiance characteristics, they can 
expand or contract their abilities to perform successful work.

How much can they waste away from their background to remain 
influential in practice?

It depends on lots of variables: degree of the physical or mental 
impairment, duration of disorders, personal medical and social 
history, and remedies; disrupted perceptual, rational, or effecting 
pathway, and disturbed emotional life are in the lead of a minor or 
significant disease with impact on work efficiency.

Each professional in the healthcare industry has individual 
expertise, cultural and social formation, and skills of interaction 
with other persons.

The degree of altered intellectual capacity or carrying out specific 
tasks finally settles on the decision to continue or stop for short 
term or permanently the job, in people’s best interest.

High degree qualified work and minor imprecisions in doing the 
job assure satisfactory work in clinical practice.

Moderate comprehension, accompanied by good job execution, 
also assures an acceptable job completion.

Disability’s upper limits for good work require a medical retreat; 
interdisciplinary collaboration for the best management of a 
professional’s disorders is needed; ill health may originate in 
genetics, unhealthy behaviour, toxic environment, and personal 
and social life failure. It is mandatory to identify the cause and 
remedies for that and its consequences on the individual’s health. 

Some professionals are affected too early by various diseases. 

The infirmity of young professionals generates terrible feelings 
for them, their family, community, and their perspective declines; 
persistent sorrowful moments alter the mind and heart function 
and subsequently accelerate disease evolution with complications.

Middle age individuals usually negatively influence their children’s 
maturity and advancement.

Senior adults with minor ill health comprehend and more readily 
accept that time slowly destabilizes all. Still, advanced disorders 
increase physical or moral suffering and decrease life quality and 
expectancy. 

By contrast, only a few professionals work in their eighties, 
nineties, or over. They are blessed to do it at a significant level 
since more experience is added to education, leading to insight for 
better clinical outcomes.

How can we resonate with the suffering of a colleague?

Our mission is to offer assistance as much as possible to people in 
need. Therefore the art of knowledge transfer to individuals with 
a disability to restore health, emotional and technical support are 
essential; respectful relationships with them, encouragement, kind 
words, friendly and gentle attitudes, attentiveness in sharing bad 
news, preferable not to the evening, aid recovering, and define an 
individual as professional, and his investment returns in the form 
of appreciation and respect from the community he serves.

Artificial Intelligence supply facilitates faster diagnosis and 
treatment choices, with positive changes. 

No one can be alone in the digital era since there are many options 
for communication, relaxation, reflection, and even meditation, 
using IT devices; they offer access to on-demand recreational 
and educational programs, updated scientific information, virtual 
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interaction with loved ones, relaxing and incited discussions, 
musical programs according to individual preferences, movies, and 
lectures of interest. This way, the daily schedule is well organized, 
and other routine activities improve clinical outcomes and assure 
life quality and expectancy. 

 Usually, senior adults have limited physical movement because 
of their common medical conditions: HTA, heart failure, obesity, 
diabetes, or bone fractures. Technological advancement facilitates 

the remote place for contemplation of nature’s splendour; just 
staying in the room, using IT devices, they can admire the images 
of nature for relaxing, and this opportunity never existed.

Why may some professionals experience work impairment?

It’s a game of hazards and individual preferences and selections 
on the way, and predictions for better finalizing it vary—nothing 
with a known point toward deep understanding.
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